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I have a secret about my mom&apos;s fiancÃƒÂ©!One night at a bar, I met an older guy.He was

charming and devastatingly gorgeous.We did something that was filthy.But the next day, I found out

that Jake was engaged ... TO MY MOM!Holy cow!!!He&apos;s gonna be my stepdad?We were just

at it last night. How can he be getting married to my mom now?But it kept happening.Again.And

again.At the engagement party.At the bridal shower.Even at the wedding itself.It&apos;s so wrong,

in every way.But I want my mom&apos;s hunky fiancÃƒÂ© so bad ...
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I received an ARC, and am voluntarily leaving a review. Wow! What a story. I loved it. Jake was a

jerk at first, and Lacey fell for him hard. I wasn't sure if they would end up together. This book

differently had your emotions engaged. I love Cassandra Dee book's. They are always good. This

book blew me away, and it has now become one of my favorites. I highly recommend this book!!!!

Cassandra Dee has done it again. This was another steamy, hot, sexy read.

Hot and erotic. A really sexy read. If you are in to taboo, you will like this book.

This isn't the first book that I've read by Cassandra Dee and so I was intrigued to read this one.



Lacey went out one night with friends where she met Jake. They wound up having anal sex while at

the club. They officially meet at her moms engagement party. Throughout the story they continue to

have more sex and in situations where they could be caught. I didn't feel like there was a great

storyline for this book. It was ok-just felt it was a lot of Lacey upset about what happened and that it

shouldn't but yet they continued doing it. I just wish there was more to it than what there was. If you

like stories about anal, than this book is for you as there is a lot in here. This is an honest review for

an ARC.

Premise was good but I couldn't connect to the characters because to me they seemed weak&

emotionally immature/imbalanced. I also wasn't a fan of every love scene being just backdoor action

except for one very brief moment in the epilogue which still turned into more backdoor action. The

female lead "collecting his essence" from her body and keeping it in a bowl,which she later made

him drink from to prove himself was, to me, very disturbing and made me think that she was right to

commit herself to the mental hospital; she's got some serious issues. I won't be reading anything

else from this author.

Omg I haven't read a book this hot in a long time.Lacey was out partying with friends when they

notice a hot guy with a serious package watching them. Her friends convince her to go after him and

that's when the night gets hot. They didn't exchange names just let the passion take them however

when the night ends they are both left wanting more. Lacey never imagines that when she goes to

meet her soon to be step-father that it would be the man she spent the previous night with. Jake

thinks its some cosmic joke when he sees that he's soon to be step-daughter is none other than the

hot girl from the night before. He hides he reaction and acts like he's never met her before. Lacey

can't believe that this is happening and tries to keep away from him but with all the pre-wedding

activities its hard to do. Her mother is a train wreck and she tries to talk Jake out of marrying her but

he is determined almost as determined as he is about sleeping with her again. This book was

amazing I couldn't put it down until I was out the end. I'm actually surprised it didn't melt my kindle

down it was so hot lol If you haven't read anything by this author before this is definitely a great

book to start with.I received a copy of this book for an honest review. I loved it so much I bought a

copy.

Omg just one click this book right now. How Cassandra always manges to take her books to the

next level and leave me wanting more and in need of a cold shower. Blows me away. Lacey a



sweet good college student reluctantly agrees to a night out with her two party girl friends. When at

the bar they spot an incredibly handsome man in VIP. They get her to go and meet him. What

happens next leaves go with a smile. But the next day they both get a huge shock. Jake the

handsome billionaire is in engaged to her mother. Now mind you this will be her moms fourth

marriage. But Lacey knows something is off. What follows leaves you needing a shower and

begging for more. Love this book. Like i daid just one click i did and its soooo worth it. I recieved this

book as an arc and i am giving my honest review voluntarily

I've been seeing these "dark bad-boy romances" around so thought I'd read one. My Mom's Fiance

is straight-up porn. I realize some reading this review will want to run out and buy it now that I've

called it porn. There is no depth to the characters or any characterization. There's no story. The first

3/4 is nothing but the couple having back-door sex. The scenes are all repeats. The author doesn't

bother to even give us some variety. The hero, and I use that term loosely, is a despicable man with

no redeeming qualities. The heroine, again using it loosely, has no willpower or depth. The male

character practically rapes her when they meet, and she likes it and keeps coming back for more.

The mother's character is a stereotype of every female villain, a Cruella deVille without the

dalmatians. I love romance but this is in no way a romance. I notice this book has good rankings

under "military" and "sports." There's nothing military or sports about it. I suspect the author used

those categories to help her get higher rankings. After all is said, the book is just plain boring. I won't

read any more of this authors works or any more "dark bad boy romances."
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